In recent years, many assist devices have been developing to enable the users to walk by an electric control system. However, introducing an electric control system makes the price rise of the device. It is difficult for users to purchase an expensive device, even if it is easy to use. In order to spread an assist device in daily life, a development with a low price and a simple device is expected. The device driven by external power sources disturbs users' independent action, there is a risk that it could be make users' physiologic function decline and users disincentive to do daily actions. An appropriate control system should be constructed in order to avoid an interference between a user's motion and a device's output motion. In case that the control system has the problem, an appropriate assisting motion can not be obtained, and it is in danger of harming to the user's body.
The kinematic model of device with the user. The walking support mechanism is attached to a frame with caster wheels. The driving force given at the input lever is transmitted to the output oscillational notion on the footrest link. The support to guide the user's legs to walk is obtained by the force driven by the user's own arm. The mechanism for assisting walking is composed of the arm driving mechanism and the leg supported mechanism. The two mechanisms are connected at the crank shaft. Whole body motion using the device is similar to the walking motion using sticks. The kinematic model of walking support mechanism with the user labeled kinematic constants and angular displacements. The frame is removed for convenience's sake. Revolute pairs connecting the frame and links are shown as stationary pairs. Points A, B, C, D, E, F and G denote representative points of pairs on the leg supported mechanism. All of them are revolute pairs. Points R and S denote representative points on the arm driving mechanism. Point D is shared with the leg supported mechanism. Point R denotes the revolute pair. Point S denote the prismatic pair connecting Link 8 and Link 9, while the same point S denotes the revolute pair connecting Link 9 and Link 0 (stationary link, frame). Points A, D and S are stationary pairs. Point P denotes the grip position on Link 8 (lever), the wrist joint is put on this point, which has the rotational axis whose direction is perpendicular to a paper plane. Points T, H, I, J and U denote representative point of joints on a human body, which have rotational axes whose directions are perpendicular to a paper plane. The leg supported mechanism is composed of planar 6-link mechanism, which transforms a rotational motion of Link 3 into an oscillating motion of Link 5. User' foot is put on Link 5. Kinematic constants denote the relative position among representative points of pairs on the same link. Kinematic constants are determined to make the motion of Link 5 similar to one of the foot when the user walks. Link 3 is rotated when Link 8 is oscillated by the user's own arm. The rotational motion of Link 3 is an input to drive the leg supported mechanism. ( 1 = 1 − 1 , 2 = 2 − 2 ) 
cos 6 + 7 cos 7 + 1 cos( 5 + /2) , = 6 sin 6 + 7 sin 7 + 1 sin( 5 + /2) Step, the population size, the generation number, the number of crossover, the rate of mutation, the rate of convergence for forced mutation and the number of bits are set. In 2nd
Step, the initial individuals are generated by the uniform random number. In 3rd
Step, the value of evaluation function is calculated. In 4th
Step, the value of evaluation function is calculated again, after the processes Selection, Crossover and Mutation. In 5th
Step, the ranking is done according to the value of evaluation function. In 6th
Step, the generation number is judged. 2nd
Step ~ 5th
Step is iterated until the generation number is over the counter (n). In 7th
Step, if the best solution satisfies the constraint condition, the result is output. Otherwise, return to 2nd
Step. The output force of link placed foot on is measured by using load cells. The force is measured as the independent components resolved into the parallel and the perpendicular direction with respect to the center axis of the link placed foot on. Fig. 11 Overview of measuring transmissibility. The constant driving force is given by using a pull tension gauge. Output force is measured by load cells while changing the configuration of linkage. , that is the instantaneous center between Link 5 on which putting user's foot and the frame link (link 0), the direction of output can be determined. The point P 05 can be located by using the theorem of three centers. 
